LEGEND®
Vinyl Fencing

MASTER HALCO®
A Tradition of Fencing Solutions
Legend® Vinyl Fencing by Master Halco offers vinyl fencing to meet your every need. With a variety of fence styles, colors and accessories - you are free to create a secluded space for entertaining and relaxing or add charm and curb appeal to your home or add a pool-code approved fence for peace-of-mind.

Legend is low-maintenance, so you can forget about ever needing to paint, sand or stain your fence again! Our 100% vinyl PVC combines the most stringent quality standards with the most innovative compounds to produce a product that won’t peel, flake, corrode, rot, rust or attract termites.

Extremely durable, Legend® vinyl fence panels will keep its great looks for years to come.

All Legend fence panels allow for the fence to follow the natural slopes of your yard. Available in private, semi-private & picket styles in white, tan and khaki* colors, we're sure to have a fence for you.

Note: *Select styles only. Color may not match due to printing process. Ask your fence contractor for color samples.
WITH MORE THAN 50 YEARS OF FENCING EXPERIENCE, LEGEND® VINYL FENCING BY MASTER HALCO IS BACKED BY A TRANSFERABLE LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY, ONE OF THE STRONGEST IN THE INDUSTRY.
SOLID PRIVACY

Relax and enjoy your surroundings behind a Legend privacy fence. All Legend Privacy fence styles feature tongue-and-groove boards that add strength, durability and are available in multiple colors, styles and rail sizes.

💧 Panels greater than 4' tall meet national pool code regulations for pool safety*.

SOMETHING DIFFERENT

Our Legend Privacy fence design is also available in a two-toned (beige infill with white rails only) panel.

GATES

Walk and drive gates are available to complement each panel style and color and include self-closing hinges.

*Please note that codes not only vary by state but also by locality. Our pool code products may not meet your local pool code requirements. Be sure to check the codes in your area before ordering.
Legend® Decorative

The Legend Decorative privacy panel combines elegant appearance with superior performance.

Features:
- Large 2" x 7" rails with Decorative accent
- Tongue-and-groove fence boards
- 6' and 8' wide panels - no aluminum insert needed

Legend®

The Legend privacy panel offers superior privacy with anti-sag performance.

Features:
- Large 1¾" x 7" smooth rail with Friction Fit technology
- Friction Fit rails distribute weight across the top/bottom of the fence panel, minimizing panel sag
- Tongue-and-groove fence boards
- 8' wide panels - no aluminum insert needed

Impressions®

The Impressions privacy panel features solid performance and lasting appeal.

Features:
- 1¾" x 5½" smooth rail
- Tongue-and-groove boards
- 6' wide panels - no aluminum insert needed
- 8' wide panels feature an aluminum insert in the bottom rail for added support
LATTICE TOP

The best of both worlds, Legend Lattice top privacy fences offer privacy with decorative accents. The bottom portion is solid privacy while the lattice top offers increased air circulation and an elegant touch while providing some visibility into and out of the yard.

Choose from multiple fence heights that let you enjoy your beautiful yard while minimizing the view.

💧 Panels greater than 4’ tall meet national pool code regulations for pool safety*.

GATES

Walk and drive gates are available to complement each panel style and color and include self-closing hinges.

*Please note that codes not only vary by state but also by locality. Our pool code products may not meet your local pool code requirements. Be sure to check the codes in your area before ordering.
Legend® Decorative

The Legend Decorative lattice top panel combines elegant appearance with superior performance.

Features:
- Large 2" x 7" rails with Decorative accent
- Tongue-and-groove fence boards
- Available in White, Tan and Khaki
- 8' wide panels - no aluminum insert needed

Legend®

The Legend lattice top panel offers superior privacy with anti-sag performance.

Features:
- Large 1¾" x 7" smooth rail with Friction Fit technology
- Friction Fit rails distribute weight across the top and bottom of the fence panel, minimizing panel sag
- Tongue-and-groove fence boards
- Available in White, Tan and Khaki
- 8' wide panels - no aluminum insert needed

Impressions®

The Impressions lattice top panel features solid performance and lasting appeal.

Features:
- 1¾" x 5½" smooth rail
- Tongue-and-groove boards
- 6' wide panels - no aluminum insert needed
- 8' wide panels feature an aluminum insert in the bottom rail for added support
SEMI-PRIVACY

The perfect balance between openness and solitude, Legend® semi-private vinyl fences shield you from the outside world while allowing air to flow between the fence boards.

Features:
- Spaced 3" or 6" boards
- Available in White and Tan
- 8' wide panels - no aluminum insert needed
CONTEMPORARY STYLES

Closed Spindle Top and Open Spindle Top panels are a contemporary twist on traditional privacy.

一碗 Panels greater than 4’ tall meet national pool code regulations for pool safety*.

Features:
- 1¾” x 7” rails with Friction Fit technology
- Tongue-and-groove fence boards
- Available in White and Tan
- 8’ wide panels - no aluminum insert needed

*Please note that codes not only vary by state but also by locality. Our pool code products may not meet your local pool code requirements. Be sure to check the codes in your area before ordering.
STRAIGHT PICKET
Tap into the timeless look of Legend picket fences. With more than 9 low-maintenance styles available you can enjoy your yard without needing to sand and paint your picket fence.
💧 Panels greater than 4' tall meet national pool code regulations for pool safety*.

GOOD NEIGHBOR
Our through-the-rail picket design creates a “good neighbor” fence that’s equally attractive on both sides.

GATES
Walk and drive gates are available to complement each panel style and color and include self-closing hinges.

*Please note that codes not only vary by state but also by locality. Our pool code products may not meet your local pool code requirements. Be sure to check the codes in your area before ordering.
Legend® Dogear Straight Picket

The Legend Dogear Straight picket panel enhances the look of any outdoor space.

Features:
• 3" dogear pickets with 2.875" picket spacing
• Through-the-rail picket design
• Available in White and Tan

Legend® Classic Straight Picket

The Legend Classic Straight picket panel offers traditional styling.

Features:
• 1½" square pickets with 3.639" picket spacing
• Through-the-rail picket design
• Available in White and Tan

Legend® Spade Straight Picket

The Legend Spade Straight picket panel adds a distinctive look to your yard.

Features:
• 3" spade pickets with 2.875" picket spacing
• Through-the-rail picket design
• Available in White and Tan
SCALLOP PICKET

For maximum “curve” appeal, Legend picket fences are also available with scalloped tops. You decide whether your fence blends in or stands out and we’ll make sure you have everything you need.

💧 Panels greater than 4’ tall meet national pool code regulations for pool safety*.

CHARM AND ELEGANCE

Add a few panels to accent your garden, or use around your house for a warm, welcome home feeling.

GATES

Walk and drive gates are available to complement each panel style and color and include self-closing hinges.

*Please note that codes not only vary by state but also by locality. Our pool code products may not meet your local pool code requirements. Be sure to check the codes in your area before ordering.
Legend® Dogear Scallop Picket

The Legend Dogear Scallop picket panel offers a neighbor-friendly appearance to any space.

Features:
• 3" dogear pickets with 2.875" picket spacing
• Through-the-rail picket design
• Available in White and Tan

Legend® Classic Scallop Picket

The Legend Classic Scallop picket panel highlights an eye-catching classic look and feel.

Features:
• 1½" square pickets with 3.639" picket spacing
• Through-the-rail picket design
• Available in White and Tan

Legend® Spade Scallop Picket

The Legend Spade Scallop picket panel adds a hint of charm to any yard.

Features:
• 3" spade pickets with 2.875" picket spacing
• Through-the-rail picket design
• Available in White and Tan
CLOSED TOP PICKET

When safety is your primary concern, style is often an afterthought. With Legend closed top picket fencing, you can have both! Sleek and stylish, all of our closed-top systems meet or exceed building and national pool code regulations, creating a safe and stylish boundary around your pool and yard.

POOL SAFE 🛁

Many Legend fence styles meet national pool code regulations. Get the peace-of-mind that comes with knowing your pool access is properly protected.

Please note that codes not only vary by state but also by locality. Our pool code products may not meet your local pool code requirements. Be sure to check the codes in your area before ordering.
1½" Closed 3-Rail Picket - White

Features:
• 1½" pickets with 3.639" picket spacing
• Through-the-rail picket design
• Available in White and Tan

3" Closed 2-Rail Picket - White

Features:
• 3" pickets with 2.875" picket spacing
• Through-the-rail picket design
• Available in White and Tan
RANCH RAIL

Perfect for larger properties, the Legend Ranch Rail fences will stand out on a farm or country lot.

GATES

Walk and drive gates are available to complement each panel style and color and include self-closing hinges.
GATES & GATE HARDWARE

Top quality gate products are strong and secure, and performance tested for long-term use.

Features:
- Matching colors available - white, tan, khaki
- Available in walk and drive gates
- Self-closing hinges with covers
- Matching panel and gate styles

POST TOPS

Variety of post tops available to complement any style vinyl fence.

Features:
- Matching colors available - white, tan, khaki
- Solar option available to illuminate walk ways
OVERVIEW

All Legend vinyl fence panels are made right here in the United States. For full product specifications see our catalog or visit us at MasterHalco.com.
WITHSTANDS HIGH WIND

All Legend vinyl fence privacy and semi-privacy fences are extremely durable in areas prone to high winds. Legend panels are tested and approved to withstand even the strongest winds when post inserts are used.
WHO IS COVERED: The limited lifetime warranty covers single-family residential properties only. This limited warranty extends to the original purchaser and one (1) individual transferee as specified herein.

If the original purchaser is a corporation, partnership, unincorporated association, or a government or public entity, including, but without limitation to, a church or school, any other type of building or property the warranty period will be thirty (30) years following the original date of Product purchase. This warranty applies to systems constructed entirely of components manufactured and/or supplied by Master Halco. The thirty (30) year limited warranty for commercial installations cannot be transferred.

TRANSFEREE COVERAGE: Limited lifetime warranty coverage will be extended to one transferee on the above listed products with the following limitations: Transfer shall only be from residential homeowner (original Product purchaser) to a second homeowner. Transferee must obtain an original or copy of the initial sales receipt (with proof of date) from the previous owner(s). Additionally, if fence is purchased from a builder or installer, documentation must be supplied that names the product installed on property and date of transfer. Notwithstanding such transfer, the warranty is valid thirty (30) years from the date of the original purchase.

If the original purchaser is a corporation, partnership, unincorporated association, or a government or public entity, including, but without limitation to, a church, school or any other type of building or property, the thirty (30) year limited warranty cannot be transferred.

WHAT IS COVERED BY THIS LIMITED WARRANTY: Master Halco warrants Legend® and Impressions® Vinyl Fence products ("Product") will be free from defects in material and workmanship for the warranty period. This limited warranty is valid beginning on the date of Product purchase.

Master Halco warrants the Product against peeling, flaking, rotting, chipping, cracking, blistering, or abnormal discoloration/fading* under normal atmosphere and weather conditions for as long as you own your home or, if transferred, from thirty (30) years from the date of the original purchase. Separate and distinct warranties for hardware and other products are not covered under this warranty.

*After prolonged exposure to outdoor environments, all products will experience some gradual fading over time and is considered normal (up to a standard variation determined by Delta E color measurement, not to exceed Delta 5). Degrees of fading vary depending on geographical location, air pollution, exposure and other factors. Normal deterioration of color is not covered under this warranty.

WHAT THIS WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER: This limited warranty will not cover a change in color due to a buildup of accumulation of stains, dirt, mold, mildew or any other deficiency caused by lack of any maintenance by the owner. This limited warranty does not cover damage resulting from: misuse, abuse, improper storage or handling, improper installation, other vinyl products and accessories not manufactured by Master Halco, or manufactured for specific use in vinyl fence applications; damage caused by events beyond human control including but not limited to damage caused by animals or natural events; impact of foreign objects, fire, earthquake, flood, lightning, hail, hurricane, tornado or other casualty or act of God; movements, distortion, collapse or settling of ground or structure on which the fence is installed; distortion or melting due to external heat sources; fence that has been painted, varnished, or coated over manufacturer's finish. This limited warranty does not cover costs of removal or disposal of product, or reinstallation of replacement product.

PROTECTING YOUR RIGHTS: To protect your rights under this warranty, please return the attached registration form** to Master Halco, with the certification of your dealer, completed within 30 days of purchase. Warranty coverage is not conditional upon the return of the warranty registration form, provided you can furnish proof that the Legend® and/or Impressions® Vinyl Fence System was supplied by Master Halco and meets all of the requirements. A properly filled out warranty registration form, completed by you and your dealer, is your best proof of coverage under this limited warranty.

GENERAL CONDITIONS AND EXCLUSIONS: THE AMOUNT OF YOUR RESTITUTION WILL NOT INCLUDE LABOR TO INSTALL THE REPLACEMENT COMPONENTS, DELIVERY CHARGES, SALES TAX OR ANY OTHER CHARGES, NOR IS MASTER HALCO REQUIRED TO PROVIDE SUCH LABOR OR SERVICE.

THIS LIMITED WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER EXPRESS WARRANTIES. MASTER HALCO MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS WARRANTIES, AND DOES NOT AUTHORIZE ANY OTHER PERSON OR AGENT TO MAKE ANY OTHER EXPRESS WARRANTIES. MASTER HALCO NEITHER ASSUMES NOR AUTHORIZES ANY OTHER LIABILITY OR OBLIGATION IN CONNECTION WITH THIS PRODUCT, EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT PROHIBITED BY APPLICABLE LAW, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE WITH RESPECT TO THIS PRODUCT, IS LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE TERM OF THIS LIMITED WARRANTY. IN NO EVENT SHALL MASTER HALCO BE LIABLE FOR ANY CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL, OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF OR CONNECTED WITH THE PURCHASE OR USE OF THIS PRODUCT OR FOR ANY BREACH OF WARRANTY.

SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN IMPLIED WARRANTY LASTS, OR THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY HAVE OTHER RIGHTS THAT VARY FROM STATE TO STATE. THIS WARRANTY IS APPLICABLE ONLY TO SYSTEMS INSTALLED WITHIN THE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

MASTER HALCO RESERVES THE RIGHT TO DISCONTINUE OR MODIFY ANY OF ITS PRODUCTS, INCLUDING THE COLOR OF ITS PRODUCTS WITHOUT NOTICE TO THE PURCHASER. MASTER HALCO DOES NOT WARRANT THAT ANY REPLACEMENT MATERIAL MAY MATCH OR BE IDENTICAL TO THE ORIGINAL PRODUCT AS REPLACEMENT PRODUCTS MAY VARY IN COLOR OR GLOSS IN COMPARISON TO THE ORIGINAL PRODUCT AS A RESULT OF NORMAL WEATHERING.

THIS WARRANTY IS EFFECTIVE FOR PRODUCTS PURCHASED AFTER JANUARY 1, 2017.

50 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE
Master Halco is North America’s largest manufacturer and distributor of fencing materials. For more than 50 years, Master Halco has been the provider of choice for thousands of professional fence contractors and quality building material retailers. At Master Halco we provide a variety of high quality fence solutions: from chain-link to wood fencing; ornamental iron to vinyl; swimming pool fence to dog kennels; you can trust all your fencing needs to Master Halco.

**Registration form is available from your dealer and/or contractor.
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